
 

Reflection Points 

Community Quotes 

Whispers of Faith Clair Reddy 

Where all think alike, no one thinks very much.  Walter Lippmann 

As we grow as unique persons, we learn to respect the uniqueness of others. Robert 
Schuller 

Insight, I believe, refers to the depth of understanding that comes by setting 
experiences, yours and mine, familiar and exotic, new and old, side by side, learning 
by letting them speak to one another. Mary Catherine Bateson 

We Quakers say we have no creed. We almost do! For nearly all of us would say we 
believe in 'that of God in everyone. Quaker Faith and Practice 29.08 

We are all one, in a subtle but most significant way, one in the sense of being 
interdependent. I would not be as I am without you; you would not be as you are 
without me. Adam Curle, 1992 QFP 29.07 

To be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in a way that respects 
and enhances the freedom of others.  Nelson Mandella 

Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an 
inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever 
affects one directly, affects all indirectly. I can never be what I ought to be until you 
are what you ought to be. Martin Luther King 

Freedom is not merely the opportunity to do as one pleases; neither is it merely the 
opportunity to choose between set alternatives. Freedom is, first of all, the chance to 
formulate the available choices, to argue over them - and then, the opportunity to 
choose. C Wright Mills 

Many people fear nothing more terribly than to take a position, which stands out 
sharply and clearly from the prevailing opinion. The tendency of most is to adopt a 
view that is so ambiguous that it will include everything and so popular that it will 
include everybody.  Rev. Martin Luther, King, Jr 

 “It is vain to talk of the interest of the community, without understanding what is the 
interest of the individual” Jeremy Bentham. 

 “There is no such thing as community” Margaret Thatcher 

 “Community cannot for long feed on itself; it can only flourish with the coming of 
others from beyond, their unknown and undiscovered brothers.” Howard Thurman 

 “Commitment, by its nature, frees us from ourselves and, while it stands us in 
opposition to some, it joins us with others similarly committed. Commitment moves 
us from the mirror trap of the self absorbed with the self to the freedom of a 
community of shared values.” Michael Lewis 
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Young Friends, when gathered together, often form the most incredible communities 

in short periods of time, an experience few know how to describe.  Bound together 

by young energy and enthusiasm, young Friends find spiritual grounding among their 

peers in many contexts.   

 

Communities of young Friends have the power to change lives for the better.   
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Insight, I believe, refers to the depth of understanding that comes by setting 

experiences, yours and mine, familiar and exotic, new and old, side by side, learning 

by letting them speak to one another. 

Mary Catherine Bateson  

 

 

We Quakers say we have no creed. We almost do! For nearly all of us would say we 

believe in 'that of God in everyone 
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We are all one, in a subtle but most significant way, one in the sense of being 

interdependent. I would not be as I am without you; you would not be as you are 

without me. 
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To be free is not merely to cast off one's chains, but to live in a way that respects 

and enhances the freedom of others. 

Nelson Mandella 

 

 
 
 
Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice everywhere. We are caught in an 

inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a single garment of destiny. Whatever 

affects one directly, affects all indirectly. I can never be what I ought to be until you 

are what you ought to be. 

Martin Luther King 



Freedom is not merely the opportunity to do as one pleases; neither is it merely the 

opportunity to choose between set alternatives. Freedom is, first of all, the chance to 

formulate the available choices, to argue over them -- and then, the opportunity to 

choose. 

C Wright Mills 

 

 

 

Many people fear nothing more terribly than to take a position, which stands out 

sharply and clearly from the prevailing opinion.  The tendency of most is to adopt a 

view that is so ambiguous that it will include everything and so popular that it will 

include everybody. 

Rev. Martin Luther, King, Jr 



“It is vain to talk of the interest of the community, without understanding what is the 

interest of the individual”  

Jeremy Bentham. 

 
 

 
 
 

“There is no such thing as community”  

 

Margaret Thatcher



“Community cannot for long feed on itself; it can only flourish with the coming of 

others from beyond, their unknown and undiscovered brothers.”  

Howard Thurman 
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“Commitment, by its nature, frees us from ourselves and, while it stands us in 

opposition to some, it joins us with others similarly committed. Commitment moves 

us from the mirror trap of the self absorbed with the self to the freedom of a 

community of shared values.”  

Michael Lewis 

 

 


